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WINCH STRAP WITH FLAT HOOK
USER MANUAL

MODEL: PG-08240003
PG-08240001
PG-08240002
PG-08240004
PG-08240005

We continue to be committed to provide you tools with competitive price.
"Save Half", "Half Price" or any other similar expressions used by us only represents an

estimate of savings you might benefit from buying certain tools with us compared to the major
top brands and doses not necessarily mean to cover all categories of tools offered by us. You

are kindly reminded to verify carefully when you are placing an order with us if you are
actually saving half in comparison with the top major brands.

https://www.vevor.com/support
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MODEL: PG-08240003/ PG-08240001/ PG-08240002/ PG-08240004
/ PG-08240005

Have product questions? Need technical support? Please feel free to
contact us:

CustomerService@vevor.com

NEED HELP? CONTACT US!

This is the original instruction, please read all manual instructions
carefully before operating. VEVOR reserves a clear interpretation of our
user manual. The appearance of the product shall be subject to the
product you received. Please forgive us that we won't inform you again if
there are any technology or software updates on our product.

WINCH STRAP WITH
FLAT HOOK

mailto:CustomerService@vevor.com
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SAFETY INSTRUCTION AND PRECAUTIONS

WARNING:
Read this material before using this product. Failure to do so can result in
serious injury.

precautions
1.Assemble only according to these instructions. Improper assembly can
create hazards.

2. Wear ANSI-approved safety goggles and heavy-duty work gloves during
assembly.

3.Keep assembly area clean and well lit.
4.Keep bystanders out of the area during assembly.
5.Do not assemble when tired or when under the influence of alcohol,
drugs or medication.
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For commercial use, this 4 inch wide strap also features flat hooks and
hi-test webbing. These well engineered products are the most trusted to
provide unique, professional solutions for specific everyday needs, offering
reliability, security, safety, and ease of use.
These heavy duty straps are useful for tie downs on a truck, semi, trailer,

flatbed, rail car, or other cargo carrier.

Please NOTE: Ratchet is NOT included.

Each trailer winch strap is fitted with a large flat hook with a built-in
defender that preserves the strap and prevents any wear and tear.
Hard black steel hook end fitting attachments are awesomely easy to use
and dependable. They have inside defenders to avoid cutting the strap
webbing that is sewn around them.

QUALITY AND DURABILITY: Winch Strap is constructed with a bright
fluorescent yellow polyester webbing that keeps its shape and durability in
all weather conditions and applications.

PROTECTIVE FLAT HOOK - Each trailer winch strap is fitted with a large
flat hook with a built-in defender that preserves the strap and prevents any
wear and tear.

STANDARD APPROVAL - These truck tie down straps meet WSTDA
safety standards and come with proper working load limit (WLL) tags for
security.

OPTIMAL WEBBING - The tie down strap gives you plenty of tie down
webbing to work with.

EASY TIE DOWNS - These heavy duty straps are useful for tie downs on a
truck, semi, trailer, flatbed, rail car, or other cargo carrier.
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Items Description

1 Name Winch strap with flat hook

2 Model PG-08240003

3 Parameter 4inx30ft，WLL =6000LBS，MBS=18000LBS，10PCS，Yellow

4
Package
Size

560x260x210mm

5 G.W. 22.6KG

Items Description

1 Name Winch strap with flat hook

2 Model PG-08240001

3 Parameter 4inx30ft，WLL =6000LBS，MBS=18000LBS，10PCS，Red

4
Package
Size

560x260x210mm

5 G.W. 22.6KG

Items Description

1 Name Winch strap with flat hook

2 Model PG-08240002

3 Parameter 4inx30ft，WLL =6000LBS，MBS=18000LBS，10PCS，Blue

4
Package
Size

560x260x210mm

5 G.W. 22.6KG
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Items Description

1 Name Winch strap with flat hook

2 Model PG-08240004

3 Parameter 4inx30ft，WLL =6000LBS，MBS=18000LBS，4PCS，Yellow

4
Package
Size

250x230x210mm

5 G.W. 9.2KG

Items Description

1 Name Winch strap with flat hook

2 Model PG-08240005

3 Parameter 4inx40ft，WLL =6000LBS，MBS=18000LBS，10PCS，Yellow

4
Package
Size

560x260x310mm

5 G.W. 29KG

MADE IN CHINA
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